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GCHEM

A NEW COMPANY FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF SURFACES

A company which unites the enthusiasm of a new enterprise with many years of experience in the sector. It operates on a national and international level in the sectors of maintenance, recovery and treatment of stone materials.

It deals with the supplying of products for the solving of various problems regarding natural stone surfaces, terracotta, stoneware, terrazzo, and resin floors. Gchem is always up-to-date with sector trends and offers a complete range of certified products created for professional treatment companies, but which are also suitable for end-users, thanks to their ease of use.

It collaborates with sector professionals for the direct application of products and guarantees technical support directly on the work site. The company distinguishes itself in the sector for the active role played by the owner, who personally proposes tailor-made solutions suited to the various situations, offering a professional, safe and guaranteed final result.

CONTACT US FOR ANY INFORMATION REQUIRED.
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A high-quality product which represents the synthesis of our knowledge in terms of the use of the best raw materials currently available on the market, and their employment in formulas honed through daily use in work sites in Italy and abroad by our specialised personnel. Being a highly-professional product, it is particularly suitable for sector professionals, and specifically for companies operating in the protective treatment sector. Zeus is a universal solvent-based protective product, guaranteed for all surfaces, and can be applied to floors, cladding, kitchen work surfaces, stairs, bathroom surfaces, external walls, internal walls, tables, shelves and any other kind of processed stone material.

**CHARACTERISTICS:** neutral, non-filming, non-yellowing, breathable, odourless, reversible, U.V.A. and acid rain resistant, protective against smog, weather-borne dirt, dirt from foot traffic, food stains such as oil, coffee, etc., it offers limited resistance to acid substances, prevents the formation of mosses and lichens (it therefore limits the formation of bacterial flora in the gaps in natural stone material), provides a barrier against staining and oxidation caused by rising damp or by the impurities present in laying or sub-layer mixtures.

**AREAS OF APPLICATION:** Zeus is applied with excellent results on surfaces in marble, granite, beola, slate, sandstone, quartzite, lava stone, trachyte, resin agglomerates, cement agglomerates, Venetian plaster, Venetian terrazzo, terracotta, coloured cement tiles, cement, plasterwork. Finishes of the surface to be treated: polished, smoothed, flamed, brushed, sandblasted, disc cut, bushhammered, naturally fractured, etc.
INSTRUCTIONS
Zeus is applied by roller, brush, low-pressure spray, or by hand with a cotton cloth, always taking care to distribute the product evenly and without leaving surplus. Any excess product can easily be removed with an appropriate solvent. The product does not alter the aesthetic aspect of the material to which it is applied. For naturally fractured, sandblasted and bushhammered surfaces, we recommend application with a low-pressure spray.

YIELD
Yield varies according to the level of absorbency and the type of surface to be treated, from 5 to 25 square metres with a litre of Zeus, with one or two coats, on clean, dry surfaces. The product dries completely after 72 hours from application.

FORMATS
The formats available are boxes with 10 bottles of one litre each, boxes with two tanks of 5 litres each, and 10-litre canisters. 60-litre barrels are also available.

ZEUS SPEED
THE SAME CHARACTERISTICS AS ZEUS BUT QUICK-DRYING
SOLVENT BASED
A high-quality product which represents the synthesis of our knowledge in terms of the use of the best raw materials currently available on the market, and their employment in formulas refined through daily use in work sites in Italy and abroad by our specialised personnel. Being a highly-professional product, it is particularly suitable for sector professionals, and specifically for companies operating in the protective treatment sector. Zeus AQ is a universal water-based protective product, guaranteed for all surfaces, and can be applied to floors, cladding, kitchen work surfaces, stairs bathroom surfaces, external walls, internal walls, tables, shelves and any other kind of processed stone material.

CHARACTERISTICS: neutral, non-filming, non-yellowing, breathable, odourless, reversible, U.V.A. and acid rain resistant, protective against smog, weather-borne dirt, dirt from foot traffic, food stains such as oil, coffee, etc., it offers limited resistance to acid substances, prevents the formation of mosses and lichens (it therefore limits the formation of bacterial flora in the gaps in natural stone material), provides a barrier against staining and oxidation caused by rising damp or by the impurities present in laying or sub-layer mixtures.

AREAS OF APPLICATION: Zeus AQ is applied with excellent results on surfaces in marble, granite, beola, slate, sandstone, quartzite, lava stone, trachyte, resin agglomerates, cement agglomerates, Venetian plaster, Venetian terrazzo, terracotta, coloured cement tiles, cement, plasterwork. Finishes of the surface to be treated: polished, smoothed, flamed, brushed, sandblasted, disc cut, bushhammered, naturally fractured, etc.
A high-quality enhancing effect solvent-based protective treatment with characteristics of extremely high resistance against U.V.A., acid rain, cleaning with standard detergents and solvents, it offers good levels of resistance against acid substances, is breathable, non-yellowing, and reversible with the use of a specific product.

ZEUS ZIP is the ideal product for the reviving treatment of polished, brushed, and smoothed surfaces, bringing out the natural colours of stone materials with long-lasting effect, as well as providing an excellent shine. It perfectly seals micro-cracks and porosity, natural aspects of stone materials.
High-quality solvent-based stain-proofing treatment for the protection of polished stone surfaces - “INFINITY” - and matte or, in any case, absorbent finishes - “NEUTRO”, which is also characterised by the fact that it does not alter the appearance of the surface. Thanks to their composition, these products penetrate deep into the material, thus providing long-lasting protection; at the same time, the resins contained not only offer protective properties but also provide a barrier against rising damp. They are non-filming, non-yellowing, reversible and above all breathable.

Our products NEUTRO and INFINITY are suitable for a wide range of applications: from use in the furnishing sector for kitchen work surfaces, tops, tables, shelves, as well as stairs, floors and cladding, to the treatment of external stone surfaces such as monuments, tombstones, wall coatings and facades, stairs and floors. As well as providing excellent resistance against stains from water-, oil- or grease-based alimentary products, these stain-proofing products can be used before materials are laid, in order to avoid the formation of stains or marks caused by silicone products or mortars used for sealing.
ACQUAPLUS
WATER-BASED UNIVERSAL COLOURLESS STAIN-PROOF TREATMENTS.

ACQUAPLUS is a neutral, breathable, water-based stain-proofing product. It can be applied to: marble, granite, beola, sandstone, volcanic stone, cement agglomerates and terrazzo, both standard and rustic/handmade terracotta, and basalt.

INFINITY AQ
WATER-BASED COLOURLESS STAIN-PROOFING TREATMENTS, FOR MATTE FINISHES

INFINITY AQ has the same properties as INFINITY but is water-based. The treatment’s water-based formula allows it to also be used on surfaces which are not completely dry.
**IDRO G S**
SOLVENT-BASED WATER-REPELLENT FOR STONE, TERRACOTTA, CEMENT

**IDRO G AQ**
WATER-BASED WATER-REPELLENT FOR STONE, TERRACOTTA, CEMENT

**IDRO G PLUS**
ANTI-SALTPETRE CONSOLIDATOR FOR STONE, TERRACOTTA, CEMENT

Water-repellent anti-saltpetre protectors, for the protection of external surfaces in stone, bare cement, various types of cement and lime blend, terracotta.

The products are a solution of siloxane resins in solvent solution which, after evaporation, leave the surface neutral, film-free and breathable.

**IDRO G S, IDRO G AQ and IDRO G PLUS** impede the absorption of rainwater and, consequently, significantly reduce the penetration of smog, dust, weather-borne dirt, organic substances, allowing surfaces to be kept clean for years, but above all avoiding the deterioration of cement caused by the absorption of acid rain.

Used on facades, the products have a duration of at least five years, but in some cases the products continue to maintain their efficiency even after 20 years.

**IDRO G S, IDRO G AQ and IDRO G PLUS** offer effective resistance to UV rays.
CONSOLIDANTE
SOLVENT-BASED CONSOLIDATOR FOR MARBLE AND SANDSTONE

CONSOLIDANTE is a blend of resins in solvent which has been created to obtain a consolidating effect on old internal or external surfaces in sandstone, terracotta or terrazzo, marble. The application of our product, thanks to the action of solvents, allows for deep penetration into the materials to which it is applied, and provides a successive powerful consolidating action due to the characteristics of the resins it contains. The effect of CONSOLIDANTE is to significantly impede or limit powdering and pulverizing, in extreme cases stopping the flaking of stone surfaces caused by the absorption of humidity and rain water. Our product penetrates deep into the damaged material until it reaches intact matter, thus re-compacting the stone mass. Materials treated with CONSOLIDANTE regain their original consistency, and the stone surface also becomes resistant to water and humidity.

CONSOLIDANTE AQ
WATER-BASED THE SAME CHARACTERISTICS AS CONSOLIDANTE BUT
WETPLUS

SOLVENT-BASED STAIN-PROOFING WITH A VERY STRONG WET-LOOK

A wet-look and toning product created for the protection of stone materials with brushed, sandblasted, bushhammered, flamed, naturally fractured, tumbled, disc-cut, etc finishes. Suitable for the treatment of marble, granite, beola, slate, sandstone, lava stone, basaltite, santafiora, lavarosa, lavagrigia, tuff stones, trachyte, limestone, agglomerates in general. WETPLUS penetrates into the material, protecting it from foot traffic, smog and weather-borne dirt, bringing out the natural colours of the treated surface. The product is particularly recommended for aged marble and stone with vivid colours. WETPLUS is suitable for both internal and external surfaces. The product is resistant to routine cleaning with appropriate detergents such as DETER CLEANER and DETERMAC, used both manually or with floor-cleaning equipment.

WET FORTE

SOLVENT-BASED STRONG WET-LOOK STAIN-PROOFING FOR STONE

A newly-formulated strong wet-look stain-proofing protector for raw surfaces, ideal for the treatment of marbles, granite, sandstone, lava stone, beola, agglomerates, quartzite, limestone, santafiora, and all surfaces with sandblasted, bushhammered, flamed, naturally fractured, tumbled and brushed finishes, laid either internally or externally in covered areas such as porticoes etc. For floors, cladding, facades, kitchen work surfaces, tables, bathroom surfaces, stairs, coping, doorsteps, windowsills etc. WET FORTE can be applied by roller, brush or cotton cloth on clean and dry surfaces, avoiding overlapping and excesses. Any excess residue can be removed with the product SOLV.
**WETPLUS 80**
**SOLVENT-BASED QUICK-DRYING INTENSE WET-LOOK STAIN-PROOFING**

A wet-look and toning product created for the protection of stone materials with brushed, sandblasted, bushhammered, flamed, naturally fractured, tumbled, disc-cut, etc finishes. Suitable for the treatment of marble, granite, beola, slate, sandstone, lava stone, basaltite, santafiora, lavarosa, lavagrigia, tuff stones, trachyte, limestone, agglomerates in general.

WETPLUS 80 penetrates into the material, protecting it from foot traffic, smog and weather-borne dirt, bringing out the natural colours of the treated surface. The product is particularly recommended for aged marble and stone with vivid colours. WETPLUS 80 is suitable for both internal and external surfaces.

The product is resistant to routine cleaning with appropriate detergents such as DETERCLEANER and DETERMAC, used both manually or with floor-cleaning equipment.

**WETPLUS 60**
**SOLVENT-BASED TONING EFFECT STAIN-PROOFING**

WETPLUS 60 is the ideal product for the treatment of raw, sandblasted and flamed stone material for a finish with a reviving effect. As well as highlighting the natural colours of the treated material, it guarantees a perfect seal against the absorption of staining substances, and against the effects of acid substances found in foods.

WETPLUS 60 is very effective with only a single application thanks to the action of quality materials combined with quick-drying solvents. This characteristic makes it an ideal product for use on clear-coloured surfaces where it is difficult to obtain colouring with the first coat; naturally the treatment is easier for stone materials with vivid colours.

WETPLUS 60 is applied to both vertical and horizontal sandblasted, flamed, bushhammered and naturally fractured surfaces, both internally and externally, and is therefore an ideal product for treating tables, shelves, kitchen work surfaces and stairs, as well as floorings.
ACQUAPLUS WET
WATER-BASED WET-LOOK STAIN-PROOFING

ACQUAPLUS WET is a water-based wet-look stain-proofing product for stone materials and terracotta. The small quantities of water-compatible solvents in the formula make it suitable for application on surfaces which still have traces of humidity, without this rendering application inefficient.

The formulation of ACQUAPLUS WET is the result of years of experience in the sector of treatment of stone surfaces which have allowed us to produce a product which is ideal for professional use, as this product - as well as maintaining the characteristics of protection provided by solvent-based products - due to its compatibility with water, allows for a significant reduction in the time necessary for application, and in relative costs. One only has to consider the time wasted waiting for surfaces to dry after pre-treatment washing. Despite its full compatibility with water, we recommend not applying the product to excessively-wet surfaces, which, while not cancelling the effectiveness of the treatment, would reduce the duration of the effect.

ACQUAPLUS WET IS A VERSATILE PRODUCT: it can be applied over a wax or water resin-based finish. The product can be applied to: marble, granite, beola, sandstone, volcanic stone, cement agglomerates and terrazzo, both standard and rustic/handmade terracotta, and basalt, materials which can be used for paving or for cladding, facades, ventilated walls, etc.
ANTI-GRAFFITI TREATMENTS

GIGRAF G
SOLVENT-BASED TREATMENT FOR RAW SURFACES IN MARBLE, GRANITE, NATURAL STONE, AGGLOMERATES, CEMENT SURFACES AND PLASTER

GIGRAF G is a solvent-based product suitable for protecting against graffiti and other forms of defacement caused by spray paints, markers and similar on raw surfaces in marble, granite, natural stone, agglomerates, cement surfaces and plaster. The product forms an invisible barrier which impedes the absorption of said agents, blocking or significantly limiting their penetration into the material. GIGRAF G can be completely removed if necessary.

GIGRAF AQ
WATER-BASED TREATMENT FOR SANDBLASTED, SMOOTHED AND BUSHHAMMERED NATURAL STONE SURFACES AND FOR AGGLOMERATES, REFRACTORY MATERIALS, ETC.

The treatment protects surfaces from graffiti and staining from paints, sprays, pens and other. The product can be completely removed if necessary.

GIGRAF L
THE SAME CHARACTERISTICS AS GIGRAF G BUT FOR POLISHED SURFACES
SOLVENT-BASED
COTTO NEUTRO
SOLVENT-BASED COLOURLESS TREATMENT FOR TERRACOTTA SURFACES

COTTO NEUTRO is an impregnating agent in a solvent solution, which is fully absorbed and breathable. It does not form a surface film, is ideal for the stain-proofing of terracotta floors laid both internally and externally and offers good U.V.A. and acid rain resistance. COTTO NEUTRO protects from staining food substances and dirt from foot traffic. It prevents the formation of moss and blackening from weather-borne dirt and smog.

WET COTTO
SOLVENT-BASED TONING TREATMENT FOR TERRACOTTA SURFACES

A solvent-based formula for the treatment of terracotta surfaces when a wet-look finish is desired. WET COTTO allows for the highlighting of the natural colour of all types of terracotta surface laid both internally and externally; the product does not form surface film, it protects without yellowing, and is UV resistant. The product does not require re-application as it is highly resistant against abrasions and staining substances. WET COTTO can be washed with normal detergents on the market.

COTTO RUSTICO
SOLVENT-BASED IMPREGNATING AGENT FOR RUSTIC TERRACOTTA

A stain-proof and water-repellent impregnating agent for terracotta floors characterised by high levels of absorbency and accentuated porosity, such as Spanish, Lombard, Sicilian and Umbrian terracotta, and any other type of handmade terracotta, both new and recycled. COTTO RUSTICO highlights the colour of treated materials without leaving residue or patina. It is breathable, reversible, washable and easy to apply.

ANTISALNITRO
WATER-BASED TREATMENT FOR STONE AND TERRACOTTA SURFACES

Water-based, it allows the elimination or significant reduction of rising salts from the sub-base, above all for floors, stairs and cladding laid internally or externally which manifest problems of saltpetre infiltration; furthermore, the product can be used as a base for a protective stain-proofing treatment to be carried out at a later stage with specific water- or solvent-based products.
MIX COTTO
WATER-BASED MATTE FINISH WAX FOR STONE AND TERRACOTTA SURFACES
MIX COTTO is a water-based self-polishing stain-proofing protection treatment which is highly-resistant to scratching and suitable for the protection and finishing of internal terracotta surfaces. MIX COTTO tones the terracotta and leaves it semi-polished, it perfectly seals pores, and protects the flooring from staining substances, and renders it easy to clean. MIX COTTO allows the protective treatment to be carried out quickly as it can be used with damp materials and is breathable.

SATINATO
WATER-BASED MATTE FINISH WAX
SATINATO is a water-based self-polishing stain-proofing protection treatment which is highly-resistant to scratching and suitable for the protection and finishing of internal terracotta surfaces. SATINATO tones the terracotta and leaves it semi-polished, it perfectly seals pores, and protects the flooring from staining substances, and renders it easy to clean. SATINATO allows the protective treatment to be carried out quickly as it can be used with damp materials and is breathable.
RIPARA FUGA
ETHYL SILICATE-BASED WATERPROOFING FOR EXTERNAL TILED TERRACES
SOLVENT-BASED

This is a product created for the restoring of horizontal surfaces with micro-lesions (terraces and balconies). Characterised by an elevated level of penetration, it repairs cracks through a process of elastic consolidation (adapting to the fissures), eliminating water infiltration without having to rely on radical renovation work. It leaves treated surfaces water-repellent.

IDROFUGA
SOLVENT-BASED WATER-PROOFING FOR TILED TERRACES

IDROFUGA is a product with a base of resins and waxes diluted in suitable solvents; its composition allows capillary penetration into cracks in tiled surfaces on terraces. These surfaces are subject to settling, leading to the creation of micro-fissures which cause water infiltration, even leading to serious damage to the structure of the terrace. It is a product which does not visibly alter the appearance of the surface to which it is applied, and which provides a long-lasting effect.
PREFUGA
WATER-BASED PRE-TREATMENT AGAINST SEALANT STAINING

PREFUGA is a water-based protective formula suitable for preventing the penetration of cement and sealant into surfaces in marble, granite, beola, quartzite, volcanic stone, and slate, with all types of finish. The product is suitable for use on surfaces in terracotta, including those which are particularly absorbent, such as rustic terracotta. The treatment can be applied before sealing floors; it protects from any possible work site dirt and facilitates the cleaning of sealants as it does not allow penetration of grouting or the oxides contained in the mixes used for sealing of inter-tile spaces into the porosity of the stone.
PREFUGA can be applied to damp surfaces and allows the treatment to be carried out without waiting for the surfaces to dry.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO SURFACES LAID BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE AND DOES NOT REQUIRE MAINTENANCE.

NO RISALITA
WATER-BASED TREATMENT AGAINST RISING-DAMP STAINS

NO RISALITA is a formula created to prevent rising damp in flooring and cladding in marble, agglomerates and stone in general. The product is applied to the internal part, in other words the side of the tile or slab to be laid which is in direct contact with the substances used for laying. NO RISALITA is compatible with all materials used for laying and therefore does not affect hold in any situation. Our product resolves the problem of development of stains, marks, efflorescence and oxidation caused by impurities in water, due to the dissolving of various types of salt present in both stone materials and in the products used for laying, and which would otherwise be carried to the surface in water, creating staining. NO RISALITA is a transparent, odourless product which is applicable on quartzite, marble, granite, beola, and agglomerates, and is particularly suitable for use on white marble and external paving which are particularly susceptible to this type of problem.
EVOSEALER  GLOSSY EFFECT RESIN
GLOSSY EFFECT ACRYLIC RESIN FOR MOULDED CEMENT PAVING
IDEAL FOR INDOORS AND OUTDOORS

This is a wet-look dust-proof water-proofing for industrial and moulded cement surfaces. It consolidates powdery surface particles, preventing the releasing of dust and the rising of salts. It can be driven on, and is resistant to foot traffic, water, oil, detergents, and diluted acids. Non-yellowing.
MASTICE

MASTIC FOR MARBLE AND GRANITE

SOLID
SEMISOLID
LIQUID

FORMATS AVAILABLE:

750 ML - 1 LT - 4 LT - 28 KG
Soft wax suitable for the polishing and protection of surfaces in marble and granite, agglomerate, natural stone and terracotta. The components present in the wax provide treated surfaces with an excellent long-lasting shine thanks to its strong penetrating power and considerable resistance. Thanks to these properties, defects caused by small cracks or loss of shine can be eliminated, obtaining a mark-free shine.
CERA AQ
WATER-BASED LIQUID WAX FOR FLOORS
Water-based liquid wax for application on polished floors in marble, granite, cement agglomerates etc. CERA AQ is a protective and polishing wax for domestic flooring. Our product is easy to apply, does not create overlapping problems, does not create thickness or even plastic film; polishing can be carried out with a simple polishing machine.

CERA GRIP
WATER-BASED ANTI-SLIP WAX FOR FLOORS
CERA GRIP is a polishing anti-slip wax for internal floors in marble, granite, terrazzo and agglomerates in general. Our wax offers excellent resistance to scratches and foot traffic, rendering treated surfaces shiny and without unpleasant plastic effects. CERA GRIP is easy to apply and renders surfaces protected and polished for periods of between three to six months, depending on the level of foot traffic.
EXTRA BRILL
SOLVENT-BASED SELF-POLISHING VARNISH FOR MARBLE AND GRANITE

A self-polishing and colour-intensifying liquid product for marble and granite. It forms a thin, highly polished and transparent non-yellowing plastic film which does not flake. EXTRA BRILL’s particular formula allows rapid drying, thus facilitating successive work. Our product is suitable for use in corners, edges and surfaces which are difficult to reach, to revive and lend shine to stone surfaces.

VENERE
SOLVENT-BASED SILICONE WAX FOR MARBLE AND GRANITE

Liquid silicone polishing product: provides a deep and incomparable shine to marble, granite and stone which have already been polished. At the same time, it revives the material, leaving it to breathe without creating any unsightly film.

LAVA CERA
SOLVENT-BASED WAXING DETERGENT

LAVA CERA is a detergent product with strong degreasing properties, combined with an excellent polishing effect due to the waxes present in its formula.
**DETERACIDO**

**ACID DETERGENT FOR THE CLEANING OF TERRACOTTA AND STONE**  
WATER-BASED

Acid detergent for the cleaning of terracotta and stone surfaces laid both internally and externally. DETERACIDO is diluted in water according to requirements up to one part product to twenty parts water.

**PULIGRES**

**ACID DETERGENT FOR THE CLEANING OF PORCELAIN STONEWARE**  
WATER-BASED

A concentrated acid-based detergent, soluble in water, for the removal of residues of sealant, cement, laying glue, grout, and efflorescence from rising salts from surfaces in porcelain stoneware and ceramic. PULIGRES dissolves the residues present on the surface without damaging the tile and without creating opaque marks; PULIGRES also does not attack the oxides present in substances used for grouting and is particularly suitable for polished and brushed surfaces.

**DERUGGINE**

**ACID DETERGENT FOR THE REMOVAL OF RUST**  
WATER-BASED

A specific product for the removal of rust and oxidation from natural stone. DERUGGINE is efficient on any type of surface, and specifically with materials such as beola, quartzite, serizzo, and all stone materials which contain ferrous minerals in their composition which, in the presence of constant moisture or water in substances used for laying, tend to oxidise, leading to the formation of yellow marks. DERUGGINE can be applied both internally and externally on laid surfaces and processed materials to be laid. It is recommended for marble workers, in order to eliminate residues of metal shavings after cutting, or for the removal of oxidation due to contact with metallic materials.

DO NOT USE ON POLISHED MARBLE.
ANTICANTE PLUS
MARBLE DISTRESSER WITH A BUSHHAMMERED EFFECT
WATER-BASED

A formula with an inhibited-acid base, created for the treatment of polished, disc-cut, tumbled, smoothed and brushed surfaces in marble and stone of a calcareous origin such as ROSSO VERONA, TRANI, BIANCONE, BOTTICINO, GIALLO D’ISTRIA, LIMESTONE, TRAVERTINE, PERLATO DI SICILIA, PERLATO SARDO, CARRARA MARBLE, etc.

With ANTICANTE, an irregular consumed orange-peel effect is obtained, of varying intensity according to the hardness of the marble to be treated and the length of treatment time. Excellent results can be obtained after a single application. Ideal for marble workers and operators in the treatment sector.

NO SCIVOLO
ANTI-SLIP TREATMENT FOR STONE AND PORCELAIN STONEWARE SURFACES
WATER-BASED

A specific formula for the anti-slip treatment of internal and external surfaces in marble, granite, beola, quartzite, porcelain stoneware, clinker, ceramic and enamelled surfaces.

NOSCIVOLO resolves the problems of slippery surfaces caused by water. It does not alter the aesthetic aspect of the treated surface, it does not form surface film, it acts directly on the stone material creating sufficient microporosity to allow the necessary grip in the presence of water.

RECOMMENDED FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALL SURFACES SUBJECT TO THE RISK OF SLIPPING SUCH AS: flooring, sloped areas, ramps, bathroom facilities, swimming pool borders, hallways, stairs, etc.

One single application is enough to obtain excellent results, in any case we recommend always carrying out a test to verify reaction times directly on the material to be treated before carrying out the operation.
DETERMAC
SUPERCENTRATE DETERGENT FOR CLEANING OF STUBBORN DIRT WATER-BASED

Concentrated water-soluble detergent for the deep cleaning of all floors. DETERMAC efficiently dissolves fatty and oily substances, dirt from foot traffic, weather-borne dirt, smoke blackening and food stains.

DETERCANTIERE
CONCENTRATED DETERGENT FOR CLEANING IN BUILDING AREAS WATER-BASED

DETERCANTIERE is a water-based, non-toxic, non-flammable detergent suitable for the cleaning of all types of flooring: natural stone, marble, granite and terracotta with all kinds of finish: from polished to raw, from sandblasted to bushhammered, smoothed and others. Its composition with a base of nonionic and amphoteric surfactants, inorganic salts and specific solvents renders it the ideal product for the cleaning of floors, above all before a protection treatment. In fact, DETERCANTIERE cleans deeply, leaving surfaces perfectly clean. It also acts in the porosity and grouting of the floor, is non-corrosive, and does not damage painted, wooden and aluminium surfaces. Diluted as appropriate, DETERCANTIERE can also be used for the cleaning of paving, particularly external, which has already been treated with stain-proofing and to which maintenance products have been applied (for example SATINATO), before re-application. Despite its characteristics, which render it similar to a professional product, our product is easy to use even by non-specialised personnel, as long as they observe the basic rules of handling for highly-concentrated products.

DETERMUSCHIO
ALKALINE DETERGENT FOR THE REMOVAL OF MOSSES, ALGAE AND LICHENS WATER-BASED

A water-soluble detergent for the removal of mosses and staining due to incrustations of lichens absorbed by stone materials due to persistent moisture or unfavourable situations of exposure, shaded areas, tall and shade-creating plants, or significant exposure to rain water. Thanks to its balanced formula, it is possible to apply DETERMUSCHIO on any type of stone surface, such as marble, granite, beola, sandstone, volcanic stone, slate, terracotta, cement agglomerates, bare cement and white or coloured plaster.
PERSMAC
CONCENTRATED DETERGENT WITH A HYDROGEN PEROXIDE BASE WATER-BASED

PERSMAC is a formula with a watery base of oxidising agents and relative additives suitable for the removal of stains of an organic origin such as those caused by coffee, tea, sawdust, nicotine, urine, leaves and other. The product acts on stains on tables, kitchen work surfaces, bar counters and floors in marble and polished granite.

SOLV GEL
GEL DETERGENT FOR THE REMOVAL OF GRAFFITI SOLVENT-BASED

A blend of solvents in a gel form, suitable for the removal from stone surfaces of graffiti and defacement caused by paints, spray paints, markers and posters. Its gelatinous consistency favours use on vertical surfaces. SOLV GEL allows for excellent results in the removal of graffiti from porous surfaces where it would be difficult to intervene with other methods.
SOLV
SOLVENT-BASED UNIVERSAL DE-WAXER

SOLV is composed of a blend of low-evaporation solvents suitable for the removal of excess stain-proofing protective treatments carried out both on polished and raw stone materials as well as terracotta surfaces. The product acts efficiently on product residue caused by inaccurate application, dripping, excess water- and solvent-based waxes, without altering the surface. SOLV does not dull shine, it evens out surfaces and does not leave marks. Our product is an excellent de-waxer for terracotta surfaces and can be used either manually or with floor-cleaning machines. SOLV completely eliminates resides of glue from adhesive tape or posters, as well as light inks. The product can be used for deep cleaning before operations with stain-proofing protection, eliminating loss of time caused by waiting for surfaces to dry in the case of cleaning with water-based detergents. SOLV is a ready-to-use product.

REMOVER
WATER-BASED UNIVERSAL DE-WAXER

A water-based professional product suitable for the rapid removal of waxes of various types from stone materials. Its application on surfaces allows for the removal of natural or synthetic waxes without having to use solvent masks. REMOVER can be applied to all surfaces in marble, granite, agglomerate, terracotta, etc.

NO SMOG
GELATINOUS DETERGENT FOR THE CLEANING OF WEATHER-BORNE DIRT
WATER-BASED

NO SMOG is a gelatinous detergent created for the efficient cleaning of external facades in polished and raw marble, granite, beola, sandstone, volcanic stone, lava stone, limestone, as well as brick, cement, cement agglomerates and terrazzo. Our product allows for an easy and efficient cleaning of dirt caused by smog, carbon residues, weather-borne dirt, etc. NO SMOG restores monuments and cladding surfaces such as facades, pillars, and barriers to their original state without damaging them in any way.
DETER CLEANER
SANITISING DETERGENT FOR ROUTINE CLEANING WATER-BASED

Neutral sanitising detergent suitable for the routine cleaning of all kinds of surface, marble, terracotta, natural stone, porcelain stoneware etc. DETER CLEANER acts efficiently without damaging surfaces in any way and without leaving residue or marks. It is ideal for the cleaning of smoothed and polished surfaces. As well as a cleaning action, our product provides a sanitising protective effect due to the presence of quaternary ammonium salts in the formula.

DETER CLEANER delicately cleans polished or brushed marble, and does not remove the waxing present on terracotta, terrazzo or other stone surfaces.
NO OIL
SEMI-DENSE DETERGENT FOR THE REMOVAL OF OIL AND GREASE STAINS ETC.
SOLVENT-BASED

NO OIL is a blend of solvents and absorbents suitable for the removal of oil and grease stains from surfaces: tables, kitchen work surfaces, bar counters and floors in polished marble and granite.
NO OIL provides the rapid elimination of fresh or superficial stains, even with a single application; for old or very deep-set stains, repeated application is necessary.

NO STAIN
SEMI-DENSE DETERGENT FOR THE REMOVAL OF FLOWER, WINE AND COFFEE STAINS
WATER-BASED

NO STAIN is a water-based blend of oxidising agents and absorbents suitable for the removal of coffee, wine, nicotine and other stains from surfaces such as: tables, kitchen work surfaces, bar counters and floors in polished marble and granite.
NO STAIN provides the rapid elimination of fresh or superficial stains, even with a single application; for old or very deep-set stains, repeated application is necessary.
PACKS

- 200 cc - boxes of 20 pieces
- 250 cc - boxes of 24 pieces
- 500 cc - boxes of 10 pieces
- 1 lt - box of 10 pieces
- 5 lt - box of 2 pieces
- 25 lt - single container
- 60 lt - single container
- 200 lt - single container
KIT LINE

STOP ALLE MACCHIE!

KIT MANUTENZIONE
TOP CUCINE, BAGNI, TAVOLI, CAMINI

MARMO - GRANITO - PIETRE - AGGLOMERATI

CIBERNET
DETERGENTE NEUTRO IGienizzante per Piestre Cotto KLINKER MARMI GRANIGLIE

GCHEM
Call: 347.348.96.92
www.gchem.it - info@gchem.it

TOP CREAM
CREMA PER LA MANUTENZIONE DI SUPERFICIE LUCIDE E SPAZZOLATE IN MARMO

GCHEM
Call: 347.348.96.92
www.gchem.it - info@gchem.it

ACQUA SEAL
PROTETTO ANTAMACCHIA NEUTRO A BASE ACQUA PER PIETRE NATURALI

GCHEM
Call: 347.348.96.92
www.gchem.it - info@gchem.it